THE OFFICE OF PROFESSIONAL GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT PRESENTS:

SWEET! A SUITE OF PD OPTIONS FOR YOU!

WE HAVE CREATED THESE ONLINE OPPORTUNITIES TO KEEP YOUR PROFESSIONAL LEARNING ALIVE. GO TO THE "SWEET! A NEW PD SUITE" TAB ON UNIFIED TALENT-LGS FOR CLASS DESCRIPTIONS & TO REGISTER.

ALL EMPLOYEES:

MICRO-CREDENTIALS - CLICK ON THE MICRO-CREDENTIALS TAB
RELATIONSHIPS A TO Z
SYSTEMS THINKING

HOW TO CULTIVATE YOUR EMOTIONAL RESILIENCE
PART 1: KNOW YOURSELF - SECTION #77089

THE LANGUAGE OF DARING LEADERS - SECTION #77118

GROWING THROUGH THIS TOGETHER - SECTION #77116

LET'S CONTINUE TO LEARN & GROW: A RESOURCE GUIDE - A GOOD READ, WORTH A WATCH, & LET'S REFLECT ON IT ALL

ALL TEACHERS:

ESTABLISHING A QUALITY LEARNING ENVIRONMENT - SECTION #77119

BUILDING LEADERS:

TROUBLEMAKERS: A BOOK STUDY - SECTION #77117

PD DEVELOPERS/FACILITATORS:

BACKWARDS DESIGN FOR SCHOOL-WIDE PD - SECTION #77115

INTEGRATING UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR LEARNING INTO PD - SECTION #77088